
What we did in January to June 2018

Friday 29th June 2018

So the coach started by Al last week is now on its wheels - it's the one on
the right.

The full set of 4 were present. They ran as a set on the Hayling Island
Branch, to the right of Portsmouth. The loco was an LBSC Terrier of course,
one of those made by Dapol.

Here's a better view of the full brake. Some skillful carpentry here from Steve B and Andrew, cutting and painting
the beading to go around our 'Hall of Fame' board. Once its all positioned
accurately and stuck, we'll apply the badges from a variety of exhibitions to
back beyond 1995

The design of the stacking trolleys has evolved further with Paul W now
able to get two units out of three sheets of ply, instead of the four sheets
previously.

This is done by having a frame ratther than a full shet at the ends. The tenth
scale model has been modified at one end to show this. The short uprights
are anchoring points where the boards will be bolted in place.

Friday 22nd June 2018

WagonMan's wagon
and carriage works is in
full production now, with
Al having fully and
finally retired.
This evening's project is
the fourth out of four
LBSC 4-wheel coaches.
This one's a brake 3rd
which featured very
basic seating. By mid
evening it had
progressed from flat
sheet to this far. The
duckets now need
annealing so they can
be bent, so that needs
a gas hob.

After much discussion, a design for the storage and transport boxes for
LMJ seems to have crystallised. Obviously a scale was called for. We used
1/10th scale of 8'x4' sheets. Two will create one unit.

We used 1mm card to represent the proposed 9mm ply. The parts were cut
out, working on the floor because, as usual, there wasn't another large area
clear of junk- sorry, work in progress. We were by now on our third mug of
tea.

The two longitudinals were cut down to length (which could be changed)
and cross pieces attached. The stain in the top corner comes from the
superglue which didn't work well so we used Evostik. This bit is the base or
perhaps chassis.

The end has had storage rails added from 3mm MDFand is being stuck to
the base. Note that there's some packing added between the longitudinals
to create a level surface.

Here's the other end in place. To brace them apart we're using 3 by1
softwood L shaped girders. We have plenty of this material from former
projects. These will probably be bolted in place. The boards themselves will
also be bolted through the ends which should make the whole thing rigid.

A showerproof fabric will cover the top and sides for protection. We now
need to source some 1/10th scale castors, and of course build 3 scale
baseboards to fit inside! Thanks to Paul W and Al for their help and
suggestions as we put this together.

8th June 2018 and 0 gauge Test Track running day, 9th June

We erected the O Gauge test track in anticipation of Saturday's Running
Day

And Paul W very kindly coaled up the tender of LBH's Standard 4.

Using radio control and battery power means it is easy to run many locos
on the same track. Here we have a Q following a J15 with something else in
the distance that I accidentally cropped out.

Thet were followed by an E2 in brass, Heljan Western and a Tanat Valley
tank in the lead. At one time there were 7 locos on the same track.

Here's a switcher from Mike Edmunds recently expanded US collection. It
is due to be re-branded from B & O.

These are twins, but non-identical. Both from the Tanat Valley railway,
Steve and Al independently bought these as kits but planned two separated
variants.

Another pair of non-identical twins appeared in the guise of a pair of these
two Lee Marsh 517s. This one in brown livery

and this in the more conventional green. LBH mused whether one of these
could be adapted to become ADR No. 14

The three black engines are recently from Steve N's workshops, though the
S.R. E class to the left is mainly the work of the late Tony Bennett.

And Paul W brought along a 56xx built by his late father, Ray.

There has been a noticable trend towards earlier railways, with these SER
coaches from YTS

and a collection of wagons from Mr Chairman

Alaistair brought us closer to current times with a Sulzer from the 1960s Paul S's Thumper set had an outing

And in the hopefully-soon-to be-completed category we had Alastair's
Ivatt

and Dave's 42xx

1st June 2018

Following on from last week's reference to Christmas presents here are
more goodies received by Rob. There are five of the new 24t hoppers
from Accurascale, a new manufacturer. These have had the 00 wheels
replaced by P4 ones, a very easy task. They are well detailed but will
need additional weight.

ABB has agricultural traffic and the livestock market will provide traffic, so
here's the start of the necessary cattle dock.

Not yet glued in, detailed nor painted and definitely not in its final position
as far as the track is concerned.

27th May 2018

May is the wrong time of year to talk about Christmas presents, but Rob
brought along a selection of recent goodies that would qualify. This is
Andrew Barclay comes from Hattons.

Also from Hattons is this exquisite SECR P class. The detail and lining is
remarkable, even the wheels are lined.

To go with the P there are three coaches for a Birdcage set. Again, a quality
of finish that it would be difficult to match. These are from Bachmann.

On ABB the ground level at the front has been made up level with rest. It's
a bit white and glaring here, but by the end of the evening it was grey with
texture.

Discussions about stacking the LMJ boards have led to some changes in the
clubroom. This is not the final position but an attempt to free up space.
Here we have six boards up on the racking which we had just been using as
a n impromptu shelf. Note the new vertical leg positioned supporting the
mid-point.

The result is space for two LMJ boards to be set up and worked on, and also
making access around to the back of ABB easier.

20th May 2018

Braving the M4 with its traffic and closures, Bernie came with a box or two of wagons fitted with Dingham couplings, plus some locos for testing them.
As its was a test it was not surprising that a few were failures, and we did some revision and firming up of dimensions and clearances around the
coupling hook and loop. More testing will be required after modification.

13th May 2018

Having to withdraw from the Bristol Show created a pause in activity, but
we're back now pressing on with ABB. The station platform and ground
works are next on the agenda.

The platform face just resting in position to check but the raised ground
behind has spent the weekend under weights as the glue sets.

4th May 2018

This ended up being a quiet night with just two of us present. This gave us space to work and think, however.
The stacking, storage and transporting of LMJ has been ignored for some time. Its been a problem that we haven't an immediate solution for and has
become a bit of an impediment. Paul W has been worrying at it for a little while, so tonight we took the opportunity to move out some boards and see
what was possible.

Here we have the four curved boards from the
south end. The angular one will transport on
top of the other FY boards. The three curved
ones are the main problem. Will they stack
neatly on top of each other?

No! One board has a wider end to match the
scenic boards and the angles are too dissimilar
at the far end.

At least these two more or less match like this.
Perhaps we can encase them top bottom and
ends with a box, get wheels underneath and
place the third board on top to make a stack.

 

Going back toTuesday, Mike E brought along his static grass tea strainer
thing and we got some greenery on one section of the cutting. It looks
better 'in the flesh' than on screen, and there's more texture and variation
to add, not to mention a boundary fence. But a promising start.

 

Then we'll have to tackle the other, larger side, although there is a roadway
to go here.

28th April 2018

Still preparing for the Bristol Show, its time to finally letter up the
nameboard.

Good work with a straight-edge here. And we checked the spelling several
times.

And now for something completely

different.

This is in 7mm scale from the growing

American collection of Mike Edmunds.

Not content with N gauge, OO gauge and

P4, he has now been lured to 'the dark

side'.

Mind you it was an absolute bargain from

that well-known auction site.

Finally for this week, on a disappointing note, I have to record the we were unable to get enough members available to operate Abergavenny
Blackbrook at the Bristol Show and rather embarassingly had to withdraw. I can't recall us having done this before. Fortunately the show organisers
have been able to fill the gap.

23rd April 2018

This report is a bit delayed because we wanted to record a momentous (?) event. We have finally said goodbye to the last part our O gauge
layout, Hazelhurst. We've passed it on to the West Wales group who took it away today in a van. We had some fun with it and learnt a lot that has
helped make its successor, Frecclesham, a success.

 

One of the last three Hazelhurst boards loaded ready to depart west.

 

Meanwhile preparations for the Thornbury show continue. The long name
board for the new layout is being painted. It's quite a long thing, but then
Abergavenny Blackbrook is quite a name. Yes, one day we really will have a
tidy up!

13th April 2018

The big event in the model railway world locally is NEWGOG, which is run by long-term club member, Fred Lewis. Also involved are Andrew Jamison
showing his work-in-progress layout, Brade's Siding, in public for the first time (more views here) and YTS demonstrating battery-powered radio-
controlled (BPRC) locomotives. 

Meanwhile back at the clubhouse experiments with lighting were underway on ABB with separate banks of LEDs being installed for dawn (red),
morning, noon afternoon (all white) and twilight (red) light, each controlled by their own faders. We also trialled blocking out external light using a black
sheet to avoid unintended shadows or bright spots on the layout.

Here is Andrew erecting Brade's Siding at NEWGOG ABB with a hint of ruddy light on the left hand (eastern) end of the layout
and a temporary sheet blocking out extraneous light.

Easter Weekend 29th March to 3rd April 2018

We took Frecclesham to the York Show  - a long weekend, loading the van on Thursday; travelling up and erecting the layout on Friday; operating
Saturday, Sunday and Monday with a visit to the National Railway Museum and a journey back to Newport on Tuesday. All rather exhausting but a jolly
time was had by all, the layout worked well and garnered several favourable comments and a few potential invitations to other exotic far-flung locations.

We started the exhibition with the traditional toast of cold tea. Sometimes it got quite busy in front of the layout.

HOME WHAT WE'RE UP TO LAYOUTS OPEN DAYS CONTACTS

Newport Model Railway Society

https://newgog.wordpress.com/
https://www.newportmrs.co.uk/brades-siding


TYS found some even younger enthusiats to enthuse in the wonders of
radio control.

And we finished the weekend with a visit to the NRM.

23rd March 2018

We haven't seen Rob Foot for a few weeks but this Friday he turned up with this delightful loco from Kernow Models.

16th March 2018

The common way these days to display the name of your layout is to get a mock BR station totem board made up. We have them for Frecclesham and
others. But with Abergavenny Blackbrook being a long name we wondered how we could fit it all in to a totem without it appearing too small. So to
break with the norm and make things a bit different we opted for laser cut letters in the appropriate font to mount on a board on the fascia.

Here we have the letters laid out
to see how they looked.

Of course somebody straight
away said 'anagrams!'

Here's Paul Widger showing the
influence of his time spent Down
Under.

It difficult to use up all the
letters though.

9th March 2018

There are usually interesting kits for sale on eBay, and bargains too as long
as you are careful. This is the first from a set acquired by Al. They are LBSC
coaches designed by Stroudley.

This and the other two in the set are from around the 1870's. As its made
by Al it's in 7 mm of course.

4th March 2018

Well, today was meant to be the day of the Open Day but as you might have seen elsewhere we
had to postpone the event due to Storm Emma. When we have a new date we'll update the 2018
Open Day page.
But life goes on and eagle-eyed readers will note that this week's picture has the track gauges in
different positions from last week's. Happily this is because last week's exercise in gauge widening
was successful and we've moved onto another tight spot. Hurrah!
The rectangular brass block at the botton of the picture is a Roger Sander's 'Mint' gauge, which is
available (to members) from the Scalefour Society and is a boon for finding those tight spots.

25th February 2018

With nine days to go to the club Open Day Andrew was working on a building for his Brade's Siding layout, we exhumed LMJ's fiddle yard and
inspected it for failed rail-sleeper soldered joints (and found far too many) ...

... we made an attempt at widening the track gauge on ABB at a spot where
we found it to be undergauge and giving us some running problems at
Monmouth ...

... and YTS was building a contol unit to provide route indication on ABB's
contol panel.

Our hope is that the butanone will soften the chairs enough such that when the gauge-widened gauges (denoted by the single, double or triple rings at
the middle of the barrels) are removed after the chairs have re-hardened the tight spot will have disappeared. Tune in next week (or, better still, come to
the Open Day and see if stock falls off the track) to see how successful we were.

18th February 2018

So after weeks of preparation we were off to the Monmouth Show with Abergavenny Blackbrook on Sunday. Well, we actually started on Saturday by
taking the layout there, erecting and testing it. Not too much hard work for three of us. One of the cars is shown below, ready to depart. See more of the
story of transporting and erecting the layout on the Moving ABB page. Here are some snaps from the show.

Half of the layout boards, stock and electrics loaded into my Golf estate For posterity here is the first train movement at an exhibition on ABB - a
Standard Class 4 arrives hauling an M set

Workmans train for ROF Glascoed waiting to depart. Another view showing more of the goods shed.

The expanse of bare boards is visible here. The signals will be properly installed and operational soon.

We present the layout ... ... in our normal format.

9th February 2018

One week until Abergavenny Blackbrook has its first outing to Monmouth next
week (next week!) so test running, DCC decoder setting, wheel back-to-back
checking, coupling adjusting, pick-up tweaking, short circuit locating and more test
running were the order of the day. The coil of solder is testament to Chairman Dave's
work in re-wiring the relaid section of track (see 26 Jan).

2nd February 2018

With the show in Monmouth only a fortnight
away we are getting our stock together for
testing.

We have installed lighting over the fiddle yard
though we will change the hot bulbs for cooler
LED ones.

Meanwhile YTS flew the club's flag taking
Bwthyn y Rhosod to the Sodbury Vale
exhibition in Yate in these very impressive
ecclesiastical surroundings.

26th January 2018

With three weeks to go until ABB's first outing we ran into serious problems - coupled trains were spontaneously splitting when being hauled into the
fiddle yard. Investigations showed some unacceptable rises and falls in the track levels so Chairman Dave did several stints of overtime with some
remedial tracklaying.

The length of track to the right was not up to
standard. It was just not a smooth gradient
down into the fiddle yard. So it had to be
relayed and has just been soaked with water to
loosen the ballast.

The site has been cleared. The ruler to the left
was not for checking levels, rather it was used
an efficient scraper for removing ballast. The
lip has to be lowered to get a level base.

The black base was laid very carefully with
much adjustment of packing underneath. The
track is temporarily in place to check for
smooth running.

19th January 2018

Development of the scenics on ABB has started with the formation of the contours for the cutting that will form the scenic break. We have used
expanded PVC foam on an 3mm MDF base, which will allow sections to be worked on away from the layout itself.

And then, after carving the foam the with a bread knife we get closer to the final contours.

With the front fascia in place framing the scenic work you get a good
idea of what the finished effect will be.

Meanwhile following successful trials and emboldened by their success on Frecclesham we have decided to standardise on Dingham couplings for ABB
so Chairman Dave has been busy fabricating and fitting them to stock. And Rob is coming to the end of the marathon of assembling all the fiddle yard
cassettes.

Here's the last of those cassettes. Alastair has been working on this Tanat Valley loco for a while but its now
very near the end, just some details left to apply.

12th January 2018

All the ballasting on Abergavenny Blackbrook is now finished, though still needs to receive its final colouring, Meanwhile, YTS has got most of the
electomagnets working from the control system so we can get on with testing operation of both the stock and the coupling system. We'll test stock with
both Alex Jackson and Dingham couplings before making a final decision.

We had good attendance on Friday - 10 members altogether. (one was a
non-tea)

Abergavenny Blackbrook as of 12th Jan with the ballasting complete. A lot
remains to be done before its first show.

So we are trialling Dingham autocouplers for Abergavenny Blackbrook. We use this type of coupling on our 7mm layout Frecclesham and are pleased
with their performance. Like many uncoupling systems they can go out of adjustment and gauges are essential. Here are the initial assemblies in 4mm.

Here's the hook part of the Dingham. The loop part with dropper in place.

The loop has been activated and is lifting. The loop falls back into place above the hook and able to slide free to
uncouple.

5th January 2018

YTS has progressed with the installation of the control system on ABB  for the coupling electro-magnets to a point where we were able start operational
trials. The control system worked fine but unfortunately the magnets did not provide enough oomph to move the Alex Jackson couplings on LBH's
wagons reliably. So further work is required and ABB's first outing in mid-February is fast approaching.

Post-script 9th January By modifying the Alex Jackson couplings slightly, adding some soft iron wire (with its superior magnetic properties)
YTS demonstrated that the magnets would be powerful to operate them.

https://www.newportmrs.co.uk/2018-open-day
https://www.scalefour.org/
https://www.newportmrs.co.uk/2018-open-day
https://www.newportmrs.co.uk/moving-abb

